
CALL FOR PAPERS

Organised by CenEA in cooperation with CeMMAP

2 (Ce) Workshop

Warsaw, 29-30 June 2020

Keynote address in the Lecture Series in Honour of Leonid Hurwicz:

prof. Anna Aizer
(Brown University)

2The (Ce)  workshop is a joint initiative of CenEA, Poland) and the Centre for 
Microdata Methods and Practice (CeMMAP, UK). The seventh edition of the workshop will take place in Warsaw 
on 29-30 June 2020. The workshop aims at covering topics in microeconomic theory and applications, and will 
particularly welcome studies in the following fields:

the Centre for Economic Analysis (

�

� Gender inequality

� Human capital development

� Intergenerational mobility

Discrimination

Microeconomic theoryMicroeconomic applications

�Bargaining, voting, power

� Coalition formation and networks

� Communication and information acquisition

� Economic theory and experiments

Organization:

Only full papers are considered (early versions are welcome). Authors will have 45 minutes for their 
presentation and they will be expected to discuss another paper presented at the workshop. The total number 
of presentations will not exceed 20.

Procedures:

There is no conference fee but participants are expected to cover their own travel and accommodation costs. 
Online submission via  opens on 2 January 2020. The submission deadline is 3 April 2020. 
Notifications are expected by 26 April 2020.

Once the main programme is finalised, a separate call will be announced for poster presentations.

ce2@cenea.org.pl

WIEM 2020
2 thParticipants of the (Ce)  Workshop are also encouraged to take part in the XV  Warsaw International Economic 

Meeting (WIEM) on 30 June-2 July 2020, as presenters or audience members. The Hurwicz keynote address, 
thheld on the afternoon of June 30 , is also the opening event for WIEM.

Contacts:

submission mail 
CenEA –  
CeMMAP – 

 e – ce2@cenea.org.pl
www.cenea.org.pl

www.cemmap.ac.uk
 

CenEA is a member of the

Opening keynote lecture:

prof. Daniel Hamermesh
(Barnard College and IZA)

FROGEE lectures

Workshop participants are invited to participate in lectures on Economics of discrimination organised as part of 
the Forum for Research on Gender Economics (FROGEE) delivered by prof. Daniel Hamermesh on 1 July 2020.

FROGEE
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